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Great quality. Woks perfectly for my soft cover Bible. Provides great convenience and protection for

my Bible when taking it to church, Bible study, traveling, etc. I've looked at several book covers at

our local religious book store but none of them worked as well as this one, especially having a soft

cover Bible. Highly recommended.

The Item shipped yesterday and I am very pleased. The design is so nice and the product looks

exactly like the photo. There is even a pouch on the bag for me to store my pencils I use to highlight

in the book that is being protected by this cover. I am very pleased! ^_^

Beautiful.my study bible fits perfectly.its cooshy but not squeezy, if you know what I mean. s much

better for Bible covers than eBay.a bit more expensive but the quality is higher with more variety.

And the zippers a good one. if a bookmark or ribbon gets snagged on the zip its no biggie! enough

room for a notepad or two without distressing the seams too much (not the ones with the ribs

though,that probably wouldn't work. i mean the flip-over-the-top ones with the glued top edge.They

work ready good with this case. Remember guys,use a click pencil.pens leak! And here's the tip of

the day folks!!!...if you use an expired drivers licence as a bookmark, and you lose your case

somewhere, you might find it again on your doorstep! And its a good edge for underlining notes too!

That's three in one!

Absolutely stunning and very well made bible cover. It looks very masculine and feels very good to

the touch. I have a NIV bible and it fits perfectly with room to even spare.. And the design is pretty

neat and clean. It is one of those book cases where you would want to take very good care of it and

that is not to imply that it is fragile...it just looks so good and professional and the design

compliments it very well. it is a keeper in my book.

This Bible cover is amazing!!!! The fit is perfect for my KJV Study Bible. At first I thought it was going

to be too big (even though I have the large print edition) but it truly wasn't. It fit with enough room to

put little tablets in both the front and the back and nothing falls out. The quality of the cover was

amazing considering the price and the Bible Verse stands out just right.

Beautiful cover. Great feel. Roomy. I have my bible in a fitted cover already. I use this cover to carry

my bible like a mini satchel. It has room for my other smaller booklets and a pad and pens. Now I



can keep my bible out of my purse. It is exactly what I wanted. I would highly recommend this

product.

Fits kind of snug for my bible, although made sure it was right size before I purchased. Chose

Proverbs 3:5, which Is my life Bible verse and love seeing it there. Would definitely recommend any

of the covers with the many verses to choose from. Service from this seller is excellent!

Picked it up for the wife. Fits and matches her bible very well. Almost like it was made for it. Using it

on the Zondervan NASB note takers bible.

https://www..com/gp/product/0310434181/ref=oh_aui_search_detailpage?ie=UTF8&psc=1 Have

used it for 4 months and its been working great. Might buy another.
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